Fits Models:

GOR108-BG, GOR108-D, GOR0865(-C), GOR0865-D(-C),
GOR865D11-1(-C), GOR866D(-C), GOR6PS(-C), GOR62-COM,
GOR1000PS(-C), GOR1001-COM, GOR1200-COM,
GOR1200PS(-C), GOR1201B, GOR1200X, GORMP-9,
GORMP-10(-C), GORMP-14, GORMP-12

Tools Required: Pliers
Warning: Wear your eye protection.

The provided washers should be used to eliminate any extra space between the axle and the tire.
Tolerance should be approximately 1/8”

Specifications:

**Heavy Duty Ball Bearings**

**Bore Size:** 5/8”

**Load Capacity:** 300 lbs